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Subsistence accounts of the companies commanded by Lawrence Armstrong, Christopher Aldridge, James Mitford, and Francis Cavally, in Governor Philipps' Regiment of Foot
1729-1731

Summary

Creator: Philipps, Richard

Title: Subsistence accounts of the companies commanded by Lawrence Armstrong, Christopher Aldridge, James Mitford, and Francis Cavally, in Governor Philipps' Regiment of Foot

Date: 1729-1731

Size: .15 linear feet (1 v.)

Source: Gift, Kennedy, John Stewart, 1896

Abstract: Collection consists of sixteen leaves of subsistence accounts submitted by Governor Richard Philipps.

Alternative Form Available: Available on microfilm; New York Public Library

Preferred citation: Subsistence accounts of the companies commanded by Lawrence Armstrong, Christopher Aldridge, James Mitford, and Francis Cavally, in Governor Philipps' Regiment of Foot, Manuscripts and Archives Division, The New York Public Library

Related Materials:

Scope and Content Note

Collection consists of sixteen leaves of subsistence accounts submitted by Governor Richard Philipps.
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